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Partition Regular Inequalities
NEIL HINDMAN† AND IMRE LEADER
An m  n rational matrix A is said to be partition regular if for every finite colouring of N there is
a monochromatic vector x with Ax D 0. Given a partition regular matrix A, and a linear inequality
such as
P
bi xi > 0, when is it true that for every finite colouring of N there is a monochromatic
vector x satisfying Ax D 0 and the additional constraint P bi xi > 0? This is certainly the case if we
can guarantee that
P
bi xi (or some fixed positive multiple of
P
bi xi ) is not merely positive but is
actually the same colour as the xi . Our main aim in this paper is to show that this sufficient condition
is also necessary. We give a similar result when there is more than one constraint. As a special case,
we determine which matrices B have the following property: for every finite colouring of N there is
a monochromatic vector x with all entries of Bx positive.
c© 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let A be an m  n matrix with rational entries. We say that A is partition regular if for
every finite colouring of the natural numbers N D f1; 2; : : :g there is a monochromatic vector
x 2 Nn with Ax D 0. In other words, A is partition regular if for every positive integer
k, and every function c V N ! f1; : : : ; kg, there is a vector x D .x1; : : : ; xn/ 2 Nn with
c.x1/ D    D c.xn/ such that Ax D 0.
Many of the classical results of Ramsey theory may naturally be considered as statements
about partition regularity. For example, Schur’s theorem [5], that in any finite colouring of
the natural numbers we may solve x C y D z in one colour class, is precisely the assertion
that the 1  3 matrix .1; 1;−1/ is partition regular. As another example, the theorem of van
der Waerden [6], that, for any m, every finite colouring of the natural numbers contains a
monochromatic arithmetic progression with m terms, is (with the strengthening that we may
also choose the common difference of the sequence to have the same colour) exactly the same
as the statement that a particular .m − 1/ .m C 1/ matrix is partition regular.
The partition regular matrices were characterized by Rado [4]. To state Rado’s result,
we need a small amount of notation. Let A be an m  n rational matrix, with columns
a.1/; : : : ; a.n/. We say that A has the columns property if there is a partition of TnU D f1; : : : ; ng,
say TnU D D0 [ D1 [ : : : [ Dk , such thatX
i2D0
a.i/ D 0
and for every r D 1; : : : ; k we haveX
i2Dr
a.i/ 2 ha.i/ V i 2 D0 [ : : : [ Dr−1i;
where hi denotes rational linear span. For example, a 1 n matrix has the columns property
if and only if some of its (non-zero) entries sum to zero, so that the above matrix .1; 1;−1/
certainly has the columns property. It is also easy to see that the .m − 1/  .m C 1/ van der
Waerden matrix mentioned above has the columns property.
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Rado [4] proved that a matrix is partition regular if and only if it has the columns property.
This reduces partition regularity to a property that is very tangible and, moreover, can be
checked in finite time for any particular matrix. For general background about Rado’s theorem,
see Deuber [1] or Graham, Rothschild and Spencer [2].
The main question we consider in this paper is as follows. Given a partition regular matrix
A, and a linear inequality such as
P
bi xi > 0, when is it the case that in every colouring
we can find a monochromatic solution of Ax D 0 satisfying the given inequality? In other
words, given an mn partition regular matrix A, and rationals b1; : : : ; bn , when is it true that,
for every finite colouring of N, there is a monochromatic vector x 2 Nn with Ax D 0 and
satisfying
P
bi xi > 0?
For example, Schur’s theorem actually states that in any colouring we may solve x C y D z
in one colour class with x and y distinct (one can easily deduce this from the version of Schur’s
theorem given above), and so we may always solve x C y D z in one colour class under the
additional constraint x − y > 0. In the opposite direction, it is certainly not the case that we
can always solve x C y D z in one colour class with x − z > 0: indeed, if x C y D z then we
cannot have x − z > 0.
Let us briefly remark that the last example above is clearly rather special, in that, quite apart
from any colouring, the equation Ax D 0 implies that the inequality does not hold. Can it
happen that the equation Ax D 0 does not imply P bi xi  0, and yet we cannot guarantee a
monochromatic x with Ax D 0 and P bi xi > 0? This can indeed be the case. For example,
consider the 13 matrix .1; 1;−2/, which is partition regular (it has the columns property, or,
more easily, just take x D y D z). Now, the equation x C y D 2z does not imply z − 2x  0,
but we claim that there is a finite colouring of N such that we cannot solve x C y D 2z in one
colour class with z > 2x as well. Thus we must construct a colouring in which there is no
monochromatic arithmetic progression of 3 terms whose first term is less than the common
difference. We leave this as a good exercise for the reader unfamiliar with colourings, although
we shall later give several colourings for which no such arithmetic progression may be found.
There is a very natural sufficient condition under which we can always solve Ax D 0 with a
monochromatic vector x satisfying
P
bi xi > 0. Suppose that we can guarantee that
P
bi xi ,
or some fixed positive multiple of
P
bi xi , is the same colour as the xi . In other words,
suppose that, for some positive rational q, we can add a new variable z, and a new equationP
bi xi − qz D 0, so that the resulting system remains partition regular. Then certainly we
can ensure
P
bi xi > 0. Our main aim in this paper is to show that this apparently very strong
sufficient condition is also, in fact, necessary. We remark that, via the columns property, this
condition can be checked in finite time for a given A; b1; : : : ; bn .
What happens for more constraints? Suppose that we wish to solve Ax D 0, with x
monochromatic, with constraints
Pn
iD1 b
. j/
i xi > 0, j D 1; : : : ; d. Then an obvious sufficient
condition is that, for some positive rationals q1; : : : ; qd , we can add new variables z1; : : : ; zd ,
and equations
Pn
iD1 b
. j/
i xi −q j z j D 0, j D 1; : : : ; d, so that the resulting system of equations
is still partition regular. We will show, again, that this condition is also necessary. It seems
fairly remarkable that such a strong condition is necessary. One might view this result as
supporting the philosophy in Ramsey theory that ‘if something can be forced, then it can be
forced in a monochromatic way’—the prime example of which is the fact that, in van der
Waerden’s theorem, one can insist that the common difference of the progression is the same
colour as its terms.
Our result extends a result of Rado [4], who gave a sufficient condition. He proved that if
the system Ax D 0, PniD1 b. j/i xi D 0, j D 1; : : : ; d is partition regular, and the inequalitiesPn
iD1 b
. j/
i xi > 0, j D 1; : : : ; d are consistent (meaning just that they have a simultaneous
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solution in positive integers), then in any colouring we can solve Ax D 0 with a monochromatic
vector x satisfying those inequalities. Rado’s condition is certainly not necessary, however,
as may be seen by considering, for example, the matrix A D .1;−1/ with the constraint
2x − y > 0. Our result also generalizes a result in [3], where it was proved in some special
cases arising from ‘image partition regular’ matrices.
As immediate corollaries, we obtain a similar result for non-strict inequalities, as well as
(taking A to be empty) a result for inequalities alone.
2. PARTITION REGULAR INEQUALITIES
For the proof of our main result, we will need to introduce some colourings. Our aim is to
mimic a suitable proof of the ‘easy half’ of Rado’s theorem, namely that partition regularity
implies columns property. Now, the usual proofs of this proceed by considering colourings
by ‘least significant (non-zero) digit’ in base p expansions. However, for our purposes such
colourings seem useless—the colourings do not mesh suitably with the inequalities with which
we are dealing. Instead, we need to consider colourings involving the ‘most significant’ part
of a number.
Given x 2 N, and an integer p  2, write x in base p: x DPkiD0 ai pi , where 0  ai < p
for all i and ak > 0. We will colour x by its first two digits and the parity of its start position.
More precisely, the p-colouring of x is the triple cp.x/ D .ak; ak−1; .−1/k/, where we take
a−1 D 0 if k D 0. Thus, cp is a colouring of N with 2p.p − 1/ colours. We call k the p-start
of x .
We write e.1/; : : : ; e.n/ for the standard basis ofRn—thus for example e.3/ denotes the vector
.0; 0; 1; 0; : : : ; 0/. For vectors v.1/; : : : ; v.k/ 2 Rn , the cone on v.1/; : : : ; v.k/ is fPkiD1 iv.i/ V
i  0 for all ig, and the rational cone on v.1/; : : : ; v.k/ is fPkiD1 iv.i/ V i  0; i 2
Q for all ig. We say that v 2 Rn is rational if each of its entries is rational.
We need the following two simple facts about cones. We leave the easy proofs for the reader
(or see [3, Lemma 3.8]).
LEMMA 1. (i) Let v.1/; : : : ; v.k/ 2 Rn. Then the cone on v.1/; : : : ; v.k/ is a closed set.
(ii) Let v.1/; : : : ; v.k/; v 2 Rn be rational vectors. Then if v is in the cone on v.1/; : : : ; v.k/
then it is in their rational cone. 2
We are now ready for our main result. It turns out that it is not really helpful to consider first
the case of only one constraint, so we pass straightaway to the more general case.
THEOREM 2. Let A be an m  n rational matrix, and let b. j/i ; i D 1; : : : ; n; j D 1; : : : ; d
be rationals. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) for every finite colouring of N there is a monochromatic vector x 2 Nn with Ax D 0
and
Pn
iD1 b
. j/
i xi > 0, j D 1; : : : ; d;(ii) there are positive rationals q1; : : : ; qd such that the system of equations formed from
Ax D 0 by adding new variables z1; : : : ; zd and new equationsPniD1 b. j/i xi−q j z j D 0,
j D 1; : : : ; d, is partition regular.
PROOF. Certainly (ii) implies (i), so we must show that (i) implies (ii). Let C be the matrix
formed from A by adding below A one row for each constraint. Thus C is an .m C d/  n
matrix, with ci j D ai j for 1  i  m and ci j D b.i−m/j for m C 1  i  m C d.
Let the columns of C be c.1/; : : : ; c.n/. For any p D 2; 3; : : :, consider the p-colouring of
N. We know that there is a monochromatic vector x 2 Nn with Cx having its first m entries
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zero and its last d entries positive. This induces an ordered partition of TnU into (non-empty)
sets according to which of the xi start furthest to the left, which next furthest, and so on. More
precisely, we have TnU D D0.p/ [ D1.p/ [ : : : [ Dr.p/.p/, where D0.p/ consists of those i
for which the p-start of xi is greatest, D1.p/ those i for which the p-start of xi is next greatest,
and so on.
Since there are only finitely many partitions of TnU, there must be infinitely many p for which
we have the same partition: say we have TnU D D0 [ : : :[ Dr for all p 2 P . From now on we
will restrict our attention to those p.
For convenience, set
JC D fy 2 RmCd V y1; : : : ; ym D 0; ymC1; : : : ; ymCd > 0g
and
J D fy 2 RmCd V y1; : : : ; ym D 0; ymC1; : : : ; ymCd  0g;
so that J is the closure of JC.
Given p 2 P , choose a monochromatic (for the p-colouring) x D x.p/ 2 Nn , inducing
the partition TnU D D0; : : : ; Dr , such that the vector y D Cx has y1 D    D ym D 0 and
ymC1; : : : ; ymCd > 0. Let .c; d; / be the common colour of the xi , and put l D c C d=p, so
that 1  l < p.
We have X
i2TnU
xi c
.i/ D y: (1)
Dividing by a suitable power of p, we have:X
i2D0
lc.i/ C
X
j2TnU
 j c. j/ 2 JC;
for some 1; : : : ; n with 0   j < 1=p for all j . ThusX
i2D0
c.i/ C .1= l/
X
j2TnU
 j c. j/ 2 JC: (2)
Now, equation (2) holds for every p 2 P (of course, the  j depend on p). For arbitrarily
large p 2 P , this tells us that Pi2D0 c.i/ is arbitrarily close to JC. We cannot conclude thatP
i2D0 c
.i/ 2 JC, as JC is not closed, but we do obtain Pi2D0 c.i/ 2 J . Write Pi2D0 c.i/ as
j .0/.
Let us now return to equation (1) (for a given p 2 P). Dividing Pi2TnU xi c.i/ D y by a
different power of p, we obtainX
i2D1
lc.i/ C
X
j2TnU
 j c. j/ C
X
k2D0
kc
.k/ 2 JC;
for some 1; : : : ; n with 0   j < 1=p for all j and some k , each k 2 D0. ThusX
i2D1
c.i/ C .1= l/
X
j2TnU
 j c. j/ C .1= l/
X
k2D0
kc
.k/ 2 JC:
Now, writing L for the linear span of the c.k/, k 2 D0, and writing L C JC for the sum of L
and JC (in other words, L C JC D fz C w V z 2 L ; w 2 JCg), this tells us thatX
i2D1
c.i/ C .1= l/
X
j2TnU
 j c. j/ 2 L C JC:
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Since p 2 P is arbitrary, it follows thatPi2D1 c.i/ is arbitrarily close to LC JC . Now, LC J
is closed, being the cone of a finite set of vectors. Hence, we may conclude that
P
i2D1 c
.i/ is
in L C J . Thus there is an element of J , say j .1/, such that Pi2D1 c.i/ − j .1/ is in the linear
span of the c.k/, k 2 D0. Moreover, by Lemma 1(ii) we may take j .1/ to be rational.
We now continue inductively, obtaining rational vectors j .0/; : : : ; j .r/ 2 J such that for
every s we have that
P
i2Ds c
.i/ − j .s/ is in the linear span of the c.k/, k 2 D0 [ : : : [ Ds−1.
Now, our task is to show that, for suitable positive rationals q1; : : : ; qd , we can add new
variables z1; : : : ; zd and new equations
P
i2TnU b
. j/
i xi − q j z j D 0; j D 1; : : : ; d, so that the
system formed by these equations, together with Ax D 0, is partition regular. Thus, by Rado’s
theorem, we must extend our .m C d/ n matrix C to an .m C d/ .n C d/ matrix F , with
columns f .i/ D c.i/ for 1  i  n and f .i/ D −qi−ne.i−n/ for nC1  i  nCd (for suitable
positive rationals q1; : : : ; qd ), in such a way that F has the columns property.
Let E0 D fi 2 Tm C dU V j .0/i > 0g. Thus E0  fm C 1; : : : ;m C dg, and of course we may
have E0 D ;. For i 2 E0, set qi−m D j .0/i . Thus, since
P
i2D0 c
.i/ D j .0/, we certainly haveP
i2D0[E0 f .i/ D 0.
Now let E1 D fi 2 Tm C dU V j .1/i > 0g − E0. For i 2 E1, set qi−m D j .1/i . SinceP
i2D1 c
.i/ − j .1/ is in the linear span of the c.k/, k 2 D0, it follows that Pi2D1[E1 f .i/ is in
the linear span of the f .k/, k 2 D0 [ E0.
Continuing inductively, we obtain disjoint sets E0; : : : ; Er in fm C 1; : : : ;m C dg, and
choices of qi−d for each i 2 E2 [ : : : [ Er , such that for every s the vector Pi2Ds[Es f .i/ is
in the linear span of the vectors f .k/, k 2 D0 [ E0 [ : : : [ Ds−1 [ Es−1.
Of course, we are not yet done, because we need not have E0[: : :[Er D fmC1; : : : ;mCdg.
But at this point we are rather fortunate. Let us return to any particular equation we had
before we let p tend to infinity—for example, for any fixed p 2 P , equation (1). Put E D
fmC1; : : : ;mCdg−.E0[ : : :[Er /. For each i 2 E , set qi−m D yi . ThenPi2E f .i/ is in the
linear span of the f .k/, k 2 TmCdU−E . So the partition TmCdU D .D0[E0/[: : :[.Dr[Er /[E
shows that F has the columns property, as required. 2
We remark that condition (ii) of Theorem 2 can be checked (via the columns property) in
finite time—one is solving linear equations with rational unknowns.
The case of non-strict inequalities reduces to the case of strict inequalities by a simple product
argument.
PROPOSITION 3. Let A be an mn rational matrix, and let b. j/i ; i D 1; : : : ; n; j D 1; : : : ; d
be rationals. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) for every finite colouring of N there is a monochromatic vector x 2 Nn with Ax D 0
and
Pn
iD1 b
. j/
i xi  0, j D 1; : : : ; d;(ii) there is a set I  f1; : : : ; dg such that for every finite colouring ofN there is a monochro-
matic vector x 2 Nn with Ax D 0 andPniD1 b. j/i xi D 0 for j 2 I andPniD1 b. j/i xi > 0for j 62 I ;
(iii) there are non-negative rationals q1; : : : ; qd such that the system of equations formed from
Ax D 0 by adding new variables z1; : : : ; zd and new equationsPniD1 b. j/i xi−q j z j D 0,
j D 1; : : : ; d, is partition regular.
PROOF. That (ii) and (iii) are equivalent is precisely Theorem 2. Also, (ii) implies (i). To
show that (i) implies (ii), suppose to the contrary that, for each I  f1; : : : ; dg, there is a
colouring cI of N without a monochromatic vector x 2 Nn with Ax D 0 and Pi2TnU b. j/i xi D
0 for j 2 I and Pi2TnU b. j/i xi > 0 for j 62 I . Then the colouring c given by c.x/ D
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.cI1.x/; : : : ; cI2d .x// (where I1; : : : ; I2d is an enumeration of the subsets of f1; : : : ; dg) is such
that there is no monochromatic x 2 Nn with Ax D 0 and Pi2TnU b. j/i xi  0, j D 1; : : : ; d. 2
We remark that one can also prove (iii) directly from (i), by mimicking the proof of Theorem
2 for non-strict inequalities: the only difference is that one obtains qi  0 in place of qi > 0.
Finally, let us note that, taking the matrix A of Theorem 2 to be empty, we obtain a charac-
terization of those matrices B with the property that for every finite colouring of N there is a
monochromatic vector x with all entries of Bx positive. The condition is precisely that we can
insist that (suitable multiples of) the entries of Bx are not just positive but all have the same
colour as the entries of x .
COROLLARY 4. Let B be an m  n rational matrix, with columns b.1/; : : : ; b.n/. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) for every finite colouring of N there is a monochromatic vector x 2 Nn with .Bx/ j > 0 for
all j ;
(ii) there are positive rationals q1; : : : ; qm such that the system of equations on variables
x1, : : :, xn; z1, : : : ; zm given by
Pn
iD1 b
. j/
i xi − q j z j D 0, j D 1; : : : ;m, is partition regular.
2
Again, for a given matrix B, condition (ii) can be checked in finite time.
NOTE ADDED IN PROOF:
We have recently been informed of an interesting related paper, later than our own. The
paper is: M. Schro¨der, Partition regular systems of linear inequalities, Bielefeld SFB343
Preprint Series No. 97002 (1997). It contains an alternative characterization of partition
regular inequalities, as well as several related results.
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